Aeon Wave Character Sheets!

!

The following pages contain character sheets for each of the six character types in Aeon
Wave. The end of this file contains three pages of stunt cards. To speed up character
creation, you can print these stunt cards on paper, card-stock, or business cards and
hand them out to your players during the game.!

!
For more downloads or to buy a copy of the game, please visit http://aeonwave.com.!
!

This file is released under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercialNoDerivatives 4.0 International license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/
4.0/). You are free to share, copy, and redistribute this material as long as attribution is
given to Mike Shea and Erik Nowak and linked to http://aeonwave.com. You may not
use the material for commercial purposes and if you remix, transform, or build upon the
material, you may not distribute the modified material.

Bringing the old west to New Tainjin, the
Gunslinger acts as bodyguard, investigator,
or role that deals in lead. The gunslinger
prefers pistols to rifles or machine guns.

The Gunslinger
Name: ______________________________________

Refresh:

Physical Description: _________________________________

3

Skills

__________________________________________________________
High Concept: The __________________ Gunslinger
Add an adjective such as Aggressive, Ambitious, Articulate, Beautiful, Bold, Calm, Careful, Careless,
Mischievous, Patient, Quiet, Rebellious, Reserved, Reverent, Serious, Thoughtful, Tireless, or Wild

Trouble: ___________________________________________________________

Resources, Stealth, Will

+4 Shoot
+3 Athletics / __________
+2 Notice / __________ / __________

5.
6.
7.
8.

1. Stim addict
2.
3. Unstable biotech
4. Radiation poisoning

+1 _________ / _________ / _________ / _________

Background: ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Stunts (3)

Gun Kata:

Relationship (Left): ______________________________________________
Relationship (Right): _____________________________________________
1.
2.
3.
Kurote assassination corporation

5.
6.
7.
8.

4.

Physical Stress
Mental Stress

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

Consequences
2 (Mild): _______________________
4 (Moderate): _________________
6 (Severe): ____________________

The freelance spy, saboteur, and master of
disguise, the infiltrator uses a mix of physical
and biometric deception to sneak into a target
location undetected.

The Infiltrator
Name: ______________________________________

Refresh:

Physical Description: _________________________________

3

Skills

__________________________________________________________
High Concept: The __________________ Infiltrator
Add an adjective such as Aggressive, Ambitious, Articulate, Beautiful, Bold, Calm, Careful, Careless,
Mischievous, Patient, Quiet, Rebellious, Reserved, Reverent, Serious, Thoughtful, Tireless, or Wild

Trouble: ___________________________________________________________

Resources, Shoot, Stealth, Will

+4 Deceive
+3 Burglary / __________
+2 Empathy / __________ / __________

5.
6.
7.
8.

1. Stim addict
2.
3. Unstable biotech
4. Radiation poisoning

+1 _________ / _________ / _________ / _________

Background: ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Stunts (3)

Doppelganger:

Relationship (Left): ______________________________________________
Relationship (Right): _____________________________________________
1.
2.
3.
Kurote assassination corporation

5.
6.
7.
8.

4.

Physical Stress
Mental Stress

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

Consequences
2 (Mild): _______________________
4 (Moderate): _________________
6 (Severe): ____________________

An Aeontech-enhanced hunter and sniper,
the Longshot sees all and never misses. Often
brought onto a team for long-range surveillance
and support when the job goes south.

The Longshot
Name: ______________________________________

Refresh:

Physical Description: _________________________________

3

Skills

__________________________________________________________
High Concept: The __________________ longshot
Add an adjective such as Aggressive, Ambitious, Articulate, Beautiful, Bold, Calm, Careful, Careless,
Mischievous, Patient, Quiet, Rebellious, Reserved, Reverent, Serious, Thoughtful, Tireless, or Wild

Trouble: ___________________________________________________________

Rapport, Resources, Will

+4 Shoot
+3 Notice / __________
+2 Stealth / __________ / __________

5.
6.
7.
8.

1. Stim addict
2.
3. Unstable biotech
4. Radiation poisoning

+1 _________ / _________ / _________ / _________

Background: ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Stunts (3)

Invisible Kill:

Relationship (Left): ______________________________________________
Relationship (Right): _____________________________________________
1.
2.
3.
Kurote assassination corporation

5.
6.
7.
8.

4.

Physical Stress
Mental Stress

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

Consequences
2 (Mild): _______________________
4 (Moderate): _________________
6 (Severe): ____________________

The hackers of the new internet, the Netrunners
dance between the vast firewalls of the
Megacorps, hunting for the most prized data
in the solar system: the decoded Aeon Wave.

The Netrunner
Name: ______________________________________

Refresh:

Physical Description: _________________________________

3

Skills

__________________________________________________________
High Concept: The __________________ Netrunner
Add an adjective such as Aggressive, Ambitious, Articulate, Beautiful, Bold, Calm, Careful, Careless,
Mischievous, Patient, Quiet, Rebellious, Reserved, Reverent, Serious, Thoughtful, Tireless, or Wild

Trouble: ___________________________________________________________

+4 Investigate
+3 Deceive / __________
+2 Will / __________ / __________

5.
6.
7.
8.

1. Stim addict
2.
3. Unstable biotech
4. Radiation poisoning

+1 _________ / _________ / _________ / _________

Background: ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Stunts (3)

Biofeedback:

Relationship (Left): ______________________________________________
Relationship (Right): _____________________________________________
1.
2.
3.
Kurote assassination corporation

5.
6.
7.
8.

4.

Physical Stress
Mental Stress

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

Consequences
2 (Mild): _______________________
4 (Moderate): _________________
6 (Severe): ____________________

The Shadowdancer
Name: ______________________________________

Refresh:

Physical Description: _________________________________

3

Covered in active camouflage skinsuits and
wielding a deadly monomolecular katana,
theShadowdancer is the ultimate assassin
for hire. Shadowdancers like to fight close.

Skills

__________________________________________________________
High Concept: The __________________ Shadowdancer
Add an adjective such as Aggressive, Ambitious, Articulate, Beautiful, Bold, Calm, Careful, Careless,
Mischievous, Patient, Quiet, Rebellious, Reserved, Reverent, Serious, Thoughtful, Tireless, or Wild

Trouble: ___________________________________________________________

Rapport, Resources, Shoot, Will

+4 Stealth
+3 Fight / __________
+2 Physique / __________ / __________

5. Sees ghosts in quantum space
6.
7.
8.

1. Stim addict
2.
3. Unstable biotech
4. Radiation poisoning

Background: ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

+1 _________ / _________ / _________ / _________

Stunts (3)

Fading Assassination:

Relationship (Left): ______________________________________________
Relationship (Right): _____________________________________________
1.
2.
3.
Kurote assassination corporation

5.
6.
7.
8.

4.

Physical Stress
Mental Stress

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

Consequences
2 (Mild): _______________________
4 (Moderate): _________________
6 (Severe): ____________________

The walking bridge between the physical
and virtual worlds, Wirejacks never found
a circuit they couldnÕt hack, mod, bypass,
or blow up.

The Wirejack
Name: ______________________________________

Refresh:

Physical Description: _________________________________

3

Skills

__________________________________________________________
High Concept: The __________________ Wirejack
Add an adjective such as Aggressive, Ambitious, Articulate, Beautiful, Bold, Calm, Careful, Careless,
Mischievous, Patient, Quiet, Rebellious, Reserved, Reverent, Serious, Thoughtful, Tireless, or Wild

Trouble: ___________________________________________________________

Rapport, Shoot, Stealth, Will

+4 Crafts
+3 Burglary / __________
+2 Resources / __________ / __________

5.
6.
7.
8.

1. Stim addict
2.
3. Unstable biotech
4. Radiation poisoning

+1 _________ / _________ / _________ / _________

Background: ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Stunts (3)

Improvised Explosive:

Relationship (Left): ______________________________________________
Relationship (Right): _____________________________________________
1.
2.
3.
Kurote assassination corporation

5.
6.
7.
8.

4.

Physical Stress
Mental Stress

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

Consequences
2 (Mild): _______________________
4 (Moderate): _________________
6 (Severe): ____________________

Augmented Targeting: Tapping into the power of
Aeontech augmented reality, you can fire at
targets through non-armored walls. You can use
your Notice skill instead of your Shoot skill when
making an attack action using a firearm and
shooting through a wall or other obstacle that
your gun can penetrate. You can only see targets
that have embedded Aeontech this way.

Biofeedback: You send a pulse of electricity
through someone else’s delicate Aeontech
implants. You can use the Will skill as an attack
action against any target that has Aeontech and
is actively connected to the net. A successful
attack causes mental stress.

Biotech Targeting Hack: By hacking into
someone’s Aeontech, you can override their
targeting computers to misdirect their shots—
sometimes hitting one of their allies instead of
you. You can use your Will skill to defend against
opponents with Aeontech-enhanced firearms. If
your defense succeeds with style, you can spend
a fate point to redirect the attack to another target
rather than taking a boost.

Breech: Your reinforced muscular and skeletal
system makes you a perfect tool for kicking in
doors. You gain a +2 bonus to Physique on
overcome actions when smashing down physical
barriers.!

Bullet Defense: Targeting systems and reflex
amplifiers in your Aeontech let you shoot bullets
out of the air. You may use Shoot as a defense
action when shot at by a single shot kinetic
weapon from an opponent you have already
seen.!

Bullet Time: Your nano-enhanced cortex gives
you greatly enhanced reactions when being shot
at. You can use Notice instead of Athletics as a
defend action against ranged kinetic weapons.!

Corporate Bullshitspeak: You gain a +2 bonus
to Rapport on overcome actions when talking to a
megacorp employee. This doesn’t work against
security consultants; they’re wise to your bullshit.!

Doppleganger: You possess implants that let you
mimic the biometrics and appearance of another
person. You gain +2 to Empathy to create an
advantage that makes you appear like a
particular person, both physically and digitally.!

Electronic Security Hack: You rewire a nearby
security system to do your bidding. You gain +2 to
Deceive when creating an advantage involving a
security system to which you have direct physical
access.!

Embedded Holdout Weapon: Your wit and
charm brings you close to your target before an
embedded weapon in your Aeontech-enhanced
body springs forth for a sudden strike. You may
use Rapport instead of Shoot or Fight when using
an attack action on an opponent who doesn’t yet
see you as a threat.!

Enhanced Augmented Reality: Your Aeontechenhanced vision illuminates all of the Aeontech
within the zone. You gain a +2 to the Notice skill
when creating an advantage to identify and locate
all Aeontech within the zone.!

Fading Assassination: Your nanofiber active
camouflage sets you up for the perfect strike with
your monomolecular blade. You can use the
Stealth skill as an attack action against a target
that isn’t currently in combat or prepared for your
attack.!

Gun Kata: You’ve turned the chaos of the
gunfight into an art form. Gain a +2 bonus when
using the Shoot skill to attack when you are in a
gunfight with two or more opponents. You may
split shifts among these targets.!

Holographic Projector: Invisible lenses project
your image nearby. You can use Deceive instead
of Athletics as a defend action against ranged
attacks as long as the attacker hasn’t seen you
using the holographic projector before.!

Improvised Explosive: You can turn nearly any
high-powered electronic device into a bomb. You
can create an Explosive Device aspect on any
high-powered electronic component you’ve had
access to. When you invoke this aspect, you can
use your Crafts skill as an attack action against
an enemy near the device when you set it off.!

Intimidating Shot: Your enhanced targeting and
steely gaze let you show your intent rather than
simply tell it. You can use Shoot instead of
Provoke when using the overcome action while
engaged in a hostile conversation. Doing so,
however, often gets a lot of attention.!

Invisible Kill: If you kill a target from outside the
zone after creating a Stealth advantage, you can
choose to make that kill invisible to the target’s
allies as long as it was the first shot fired with a
silenced weapon.!

Master Duelist: You love the challenge of a
swordfight. You gain a +2 to the Fight skill on
attack actions when you are using an edged
weapon and facing an opponent who is using a
blade or edged weapon against you.!

Phonetic Virus: You can use Provoke as an
attack action against a target who has neuroconnected Aeontech. Doing so causes physical
stress.!

Reckless Weapon Mod: You quickly modify the
electronics of a weapon, overcharging it at a
price. You gain a +2 to use Crafts when creating
an advantage to modify weaponry. If the
weapon’s owner’s unmodified Shoot roll is below
0, the weapon is destroyed unless the owner
spends a fate point.!

Remote Security Hack: Your bioconnected
Aeontech lets you hack security systems
remotely. When using Deceive or Burglary as an
overcome action to bypass a biometrics security
system, you can do so without being near the
security system itself.!

Sly Flourish: You approach with the smile of an
old friend, your blade slipping into your hand. You
can use the Deceive skill instead of the Fight skill
on an attack action when using a melee weapon
on a target that has not yet drawn a weapon.!

Sub-dermal Blade: Hidden blades under your
skin provide a nasty surprise. You gain a +2 to
the Fight skill when performing an attack action
against a close target who hasn’t yet seen you
use the sub-dermal blade.!

Unleash Quantum Aeontech Mysteries: Your
knowledge of the mysteries of Aeontech lets you
open up an opponent to the dark mysteries of
quantum mechanics. You can use Lore to perform
an attack action against an opponent who is
biologically connected to Aeontech. Doing so
causes mental stress.!

